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Abstract: The use of near-surface mounted (NSM) FRP composites for strengthening RC 8 
beams in flexure has become increasingly popular in the last decade. Compared to the 9 
externally bonded (EB) FRP strengthening method, the bond between FRP and concrete is 10 
much stronger when the NSM FRP strengthening method is used. However, debonding is still 11 
a likely failure mode in RC members strengthened with NSM FRP bars. The debonding in an 12 
NSM FRP-strengthened beam may initiate from either of the two ends of an NSM bar (i.e. 13 
end debonding) in the form of interfacial debonding or concrete cover separation, both of 14 
which are closely related to the existence of large localized interaction forces between the 15 
NSM bar and concrete near the bar ends in such beams. This paper presents an analytical 16 
solution for the interaction forces in RC beams strengthened with NSM FRP round bars, 17 
which are one of the most popular types of FRP bars used for NSM strengthening. The key 18 
elements of the proposed analytical solution are two interfacial stiffness parameters (i.e. 19 
tangential interfacial stiffness and normal interfacial stiffness). The validity of the proposed 20 
analytical solution is also verified using a sophisticated 3D FE model of a RC beam 21 
strengthened with a NSM round bar.  22 
 23 
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INTRODUCTION 27 
In the past two decades, fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have become 28 
increasingly popular for flexural strengthening of reinforced concrete (RC) beams [e.g. 1-4. 29 
The most common way of FRP strengthening of RC beams in flexure is to externally bond 30 
(EB) FRP onto the soffit of a beam. This method has been extensively studied, and guidelines 31 
have been established for design use. More recently, the near-surface mounted (NSM) FRP 32 
strengthening technique has attracted significant attention worldwide as one of the promising 33 
new techniques for structural strengthening and as an effective alternative to the externally 34 
bonded FRP technique [e.g. 1, 5]. The NSM FRP technique involves cutting grooves in the 35 
concrete cover, filling the grooves with adhesive, and embedding FRP bars into the grooves 36 
[1]. FRP bars of various cross-sectional shapes may be used in the NSM strengthening, 37 
among which round and rectangular bars have been most commonly used. A typical 38 
schematic of NSM FRP for flexural strengthening of RC beams is shown in Fig. 1. Compared 39 
to the EB FRP method, the NSM FRP method has a number of advantages including better 40 
protection of the FRP reinforcement and a much stronger bond between FRP and concrete [6]. 41 
However, the improved bond effectiveness does not preclude the possibility of debonding 42 
failure of NSM FRP bars, and indeed debonding is still a likely failure mode in RC members 43 
strengthened with NSM FRP bars [e.g. 3]. The debonding in an NSM FRP-strengthened beam 44 
may initiate from a major intermediate crack (i.e. IC debonding), or from either of the two 45 
ends of an NSM bar (i.e. end debonding). For the latter case which is more often observed, 46 
the failure may be in the form of interfacial debonding which occurs near the 47 
adhesive-to-concrete interface, or in the form of concrete separation where the NSM CFRP 48 
bars and the concrete cover are torn off along the level of the steel tension reinforcement (as 49 
shown in Fig. 2). Both plate end cover separation and interfacial debonding are closely 50 
related to the existence of large localized interaction forces between the NSM bar and 51 
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concrete near the ends of the bar in such strengthened RC beams [7].  52 
 53 
For RC beams strengthened in flexure with EB FRP/steel plates (referred to as “plated RC 54 
beams” for brevity), a large number of closed-form analytical solutions have been developed 55 
for the interfacial shear and normal stresses. These include analytical solutions based on the 56 
direct deformation compatibility consideration [e.g. 8-16], solutions based on a staged 57 
analysis approach [e.g. 17-20] and solutions based on the complementary energy approach 58 
[e.g. 21-23]. Among these analytical solutions, Smith and Teng’s solution [10] appears to be 59 
one of the most cited solution because of its accuracy and relatively simple form. This 60 
solution by Smith and Teng [10] has been used by many researchers as a standard reference 61 
solution to verify results from their own solutions, and has also been extended to consider 62 
additional issues such as thermal loading [e.g. 11], the shear deformation effect [e.g. 12-15] 63 
and beam curvature [18]. Recently, Zhang and Teng [7] proposed a closed-form solution for 64 
the interfacial interaction forces in RC beams strengthened with NSM rectangular FRP bars 65 
based on Smith and Teng’s solution [10]. Zhang and Teng’s solution [7] includes the 66 
establishment of approximate equations for the interfacial stiffness parameters, and has been 67 
demonstrated by a 3D linear elastic finite element (FE) model.  68 
 69 
This paper aims to develop closed-form analytical solutions for the interaction forces in RC 70 
beams strengthened with NSM round FRP bars. The present study generally follows the 71 
approach taken by Zhang and Teng [7] for NSM rectangular bars, with the establishment of 72 
interfacial stiffness parameters being a key issue.  73 
 74 
ANALYSIS APPROACH  75 
 76 
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Smith and Teng [10] developed analytical solutions for interfacial stresses in FRP/steel plated 77 
RC beams, which is essentially a plain stress problem with the width of the adhesive layer 78 
being equal to that of the FRP/steel plate and the thickness of the adhesive layer being a 79 
constant. Smith and Teng [10] assumed the interfacial stresses to be constant across the width 80 
and thickness of the adhesive layer, and obtained closed-form solutions for both interfacial 81 
shear stresses and interfacial normal stresses based on deformation compatibility.  82 
 83 
Different from plated RC beams, the adhesive layer is not a plane layer in an RC beam 84 
strengthened with an NSM FRP bar. Such an NSM FRP-strengthened beam is therefore a 85 
truly 3-D problem. In order to derive a closed-form solution for such beams by extending 86 
Smith and Teng’s solution [10], Zhang and Teng [7] proposed to simplify this problem into a 87 
plane stress problem (Fig. 3). To do this, Zhang and Teng [7] introduced a pair of interfacial 88 
interaction forces per unit length of the NSM bar-to-concrete interface (i.e. tF  and nF , see 89 
Fig. 3). Here, tF  and nF  are the interaction forces in the tangential direction and the 90 
normal (vertical) direction respectively; subscripts t  and n  denote the tangential and the 91 
normal directions respectively. Correspondingly, Zhang and Teng [7] also introduced two 92 
interfacial stiffness parameters, namely, the tangential interfacial stiffness tk  and the normal 93 
interfacial stiffness nk (Fig. 3b), which are defined to be the interfacial interaction forces 94 
between the NSM bar and concrete per unit length corresponding to a unit relative 95 
displacement between the NSM bar and concrete in the designated direction (see Fig. 4). In 96 
order to obtain tk  and nk , the following procedure was adopted by Zhang and Teng [7]: (1) 97 
obtaining the stress distribution within the adhesive layer using finite element (FE) analysis; 98 
and (2) calculating tk  and nk  by integrating stresses along the mid-thickness path of the 99 
adhesive layer, based on results from the FE analysis. With the interfacial stiffnesses tk  and 100 
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nk  obtained above for NSM bar-to-concrete interface, Smith and Teng’s solution [10] can be 101 
extended for NSM FRP-strengthened concrete beams.  102 
 103 
Zhang and Teng’s approach [7] was shown to perform well for beams strengthened with 104 
rectangular NSM FRP bars. However, when a round bar is used for NSM strengthening, the 105 
thickness of adhesive layer is typically non-uniform over the perimeter of the bar (Fig. 1). It 106 
is thus inconvenient to use the mid-thickness path of adhesive layer for integration of stresses 107 
as did by Zhang and Teng [7] to obtain the interfacial stiffness. Therefore, instead of 108 
integrating stresses, the interfacial stiffness parameters were obtained directly based on their 109 
definitions (see above) in the present study, making use of FE models. According to the 110 
definitions of interfacial stiffness parameters, the interaction force between the NSM bar and 111 
concrete per unit length needs to be found out for a unit relative displacement between the 112 
two in the designated direction. Therefore, the FE models consisted of an NSM round bar, the 113 
surrounding adhesive layer and the groove surface which was set to be a fixed boundary of 114 
the adhesive layer. With such FE models, the interfacial stiffness was just equal to the total 115 
reaction force of the boundary (i.e. the groove surface) when a unit displacement (i.e. 1 mm) 116 
was applied to the NSM bar in the designated direction. Details of the FE models are further 117 
discussed later.  118 
 119 
In summary, the analysis approach adopted in the present study differs from Zhang and 120 
Teng’s approach[7] in the way used to obtain the interfacial stiffness parameters. Once the 121 
two interfacial stiffness parameters were obtained, the analytical solutions original developed 122 
by Smith and Teng [10] and adjusted by Zhang and Teng [7] for rectangular NSM FRP 123 
bar-strengthened beams can be directly applied here. In the following sections, Zhang and 124 
Teng’s version [7] of the governing equations and solutions is first presented, followed by 125 
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determination of the two interfacial stiffness parameters particularly for round NSM FRP bars. 126 
The analytical solution with the newly proposed interfacial stiffness parameters are then 127 
verified by a sophisticated 3D FE model of RC beam strengthened with an NSM round bar. 128 
 129 
DIFEERENBTIAL GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 130 
By incorporating the interaction forces and interfacial stiffness parameters defined above into 131 
the governing equations presented by Smith and Teng [10] for plated beams, the following 132 
governing equations were obtained by Zhang and Teng [7] for RC beams strengthened with 133 
NSM bars subjected to a uniformly distributed load (UDL) q:  134 
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where x  is the distance from the NSM bar end in the longitudinal direction; fE , fA  and 137 
fI  are the elastic modulus, cross-sectional area and second moment of area of the NSM FRP 138 
reinforcement respectively; bE , bA  and bI  are the elastic modulus, cross-sectional area 139 
and second moment of area of the original beam respectively; aE , aG , and at  are the 140 
elastic modulus, shear modulus and thickness of the adhesive layer respectively; od  is the 141 
distance between the centroids of the original beam and the NSM bar; by  and fy  are the 142 
eccentricities of the tangential interaction forces to the centroid of the beam and that of the 143 
NSM bar respectively; and TV  is the shear force in the beam.  144 
 145 
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According to Zhang and Teng [7], the solutions to Eqs. 1 and 2 are:  146 
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 158 
where )(
2
)0( aLqaMT −=  and )2
()0( aLqVT −=  are the total bending moment and the total shear 159 
force in the strengthened beam at 0=x  (i.e. at the NSM bar end) respectively, L  and a  160 
are the span of the beam and the distance from the bar end to the nearest support respectively.  161 
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 162 
It is evident that all the parameters in Eqs. 3 to 13 are directly related to either the material 163 
properties of FRP/concrete or the geometric properties and can thus be easily determined, 164 
except for (1) the two interfacial stiffness parameters, and (2) the eccentricities of tangential 165 
interaction forces which are not explicitly available due to the irregular shape of the adhesive 166 
layer. The determination of these parameters is detailed in the following section.  167 
 168 
INTERFACIAL STIFFNESS PARAMETERS 169 
General Consideration  170 
As discussed earlier, FE models were developed to obtain the two interfacial stiffness 171 
parameters. Each FE model consisted of a round NSM bar centrically placed in a square 172 
groove, which is the most commonly adopted configuration in the existing studies [1]. In 173 
these FE models, the materials (i.e. FRP and adhesive) are assumed to be linear-elastic as 174 
Smith and Teng’s solution [10] was developed for elastic materials. The NSM bar was treated 175 
as a rigid body as the deformation in this system is mainly within the adhesive layer which is 176 
much softer. In the present study, the unit of force is Newton (N) and the unit of length is 177 
millimeter (mm) unless otherwise specified. 178 
 179 
Tangential Interfacial Stiffness 180 
FE model 181 
 182 
Fig. 4b shows a schematic of the FE models used to obtain the tangential interfacial stiffness. 183 
To achieve a state of pure shear, the adhesive layer is restrained against displacements in the 184 
two transverse detections (i.e. only displacements in the longitudinal direction are allowed). 185 
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To save the computation time, the length of the models was set to be 0.1 mm instead of the 186 
unit length of 1 mm; the reaction force obtained from these FE models was then multiplied by 187 
10 to obtain the reaction force corresponding to a unit length. As the adhesive layer was 188 
under pure shear, such treatment does not affect the accuracy of the results. 189 
 190 
Fig. 5 shows the mesh of a typical FE model (i.e. specimen T-D6-W9). Both the adhesive 191 
layer and the FRP bar were modelled using 8-node solid elements with a full Gauss 192 
integration. The mesh was obtained using the “structured mesh technique” provided by 193 
ABAQUS [24]. The size of element was constant in the longitudinal direction, but varied 194 
slightly over the cross-sectional planes due to the irregularity of the adhesive layer, especially 195 
for the regions close to the intersections between the diagonals of the groove and the 196 
circumference of the bar (i.e. the regions surrounded by the dotted circles in Fig. 5).  197 
 198 
A mesh convergence study was conducted to decide on the suitable meshes for the FE models 199 
used in the present study. The resulting mesh from the convergence study had an element size 200 
of 0.05 mm in the longitudinal direction, and had an approximate global mesh size [24] of 0.1 201 
mm in the cross-sectional planes. The approximate global mesh size here provides a rough 202 
global control of the mesh; the actual element size is dependent on the geometry of the object 203 
to be meshed and is close to the approximate global mesh size. The actual element size in the 204 
cross-sectional planes varied from 0.05 mm to 0.15 mm following the pattern shown in Fig. 205 
5. 206 
 207 
Parametric study 208 
 209 
Apparently, the tangential interfacial stiffness depends significantly on the shear modulus 210 
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aG  of the adhesive which is under pure shear. It is therefore reasonable to propose the 211 
following equation for the tangential stiffness tk :  212 
at AGk =                               (14) 213 
where A is used to account for the effect of other parameters in the system. With Eq. 14, a 214 
single value of aG  was used in the parametric study, which was equal to 1111 MPa, 215 
representing a typical adhesive with an elastic modulus aE  of 3000 MPa and a Poisson’s 216 
ratio of 0.35. The parametric study was focused on finding an appropriate expression for A. 217 
 218 
The shape and thickness of the adhesive layer, as well as the area of interface between 219 
concrete and adhesive are also important parameters affecting the tangential stiffness in this 220 
system. For a round bar centrically placed in a square groove, the geometrical parameters are 221 
uniquely defined when the diameter of the NSM bar and the side length of the groove are 222 
given. Therefore, in the parametric study, the bar diameter and the ratio between the side 223 
length of groove and the bar diameter (referred to as length-to-diameter ratio hereafter) were 224 
taken as the variables. Five values of bar diameter (i.e. 6 mm, 12 mm, 18 mm, 30 mm and 42 225 
mm), as well as four values of length-to-diameter ratio (i.e. 1.25, 1.5, 2 and 3) were used in 226 
the parametric study. The range covered by these values is deemed to be large enough for the 227 
practical application of NSM FRP bars [1]. Details of the numerical cases examined in the FE 228 
parametric study are summarized in Table 1. For ease of reference, each numerical specimen 229 
is given a name, which starts with a letter “T” to indicate that it is a specimen for the study of 230 
tangential interfacial stiffness, followed by a letter “D” and a number to represent the 231 
diameter of the FRP bar, and then a letter “W” and a number to represent the side length of 232 
the square groove. 233 
 234 
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Proposed equation for tangential interfacial stiffness 235 
 236 
By definition, it is easy to derive that the tangential interfacial stiffness is relevant to (1) the 237 
thickness of the adhesive layer; and (2) the length of the bonding line of the cross-section. 238 
The former has a minimum value of DW − , while the latter is related to the perimeter and 239 
thus the diameter of the FRP bar D . Therefore, the following equation is proposed for A: 240 
ααα )1()1()( −=−=−= Rk
D
Wk
D
DWkA                          (15) 241 
where k and α  are constants to be determined; R (i.e. W/D) is ratio between the side length 242 
of the square groove and the diameter of the FRP bar (referred to as length-to-diameter ratio 243 
hereafter for brevity).  244 
 245 
The results from the parametric study are summarized in Table 1. It is evident from Table 1 246 
that the tangential interfacial stiffness ( tk ) predicted by the FE models depends almost solely 247 
on the length-to-diameter ratio R (i.e. W/D), which demonstrated the validity of Eq. 15 with R 248 
as the only variable. A regression analysis was conducted based on the results summarized in 249 
Table 1, leading to the following best-fit equation for the tangential interfacial stiffness: 250 
61.061.0 )
1
1(1.7)1(1.7
−
=−== −
R
GRGAGk aaat               (16) 251 
 252 
A comparison between the predictions of Eq. 16 and the FE results is also provided in Table 1, 253 
which shows a very good agreement between the two: the ratios between these two sets of 254 
predictions have an average value of 0.999, a standard deviation (STD) of 0.019, and a 255 
coefficient of variation (CoV) of 0.019.  256 
 257 
Eccentricities of tangential interaction force 258 
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 259 
Making use of the results from the FE parametric study, the eccentricity of the tangential 260 
interaction force to the centroid of the NSM bar (i.e. fy ) can be found in the following way: 261 
(1) extract the shear stresses along a circular path which is concentric with the FRP bar, but 262 
has a slightly larger diameter; (2) calculate the resultant moment induced by the shear stresses 263 
with respect to the neutral axis of the NSM bar; (3) finding the eccentricity fy  by dividing 264 
the resultant moment by the resultant shear force which is equal to the total reaction force 265 
from the boundary. The eccentricities obtained using the above method are listed in Table 1 266 
for all the numerical specimens. Apparently, the eccentricity fy  is related to the width of 267 
the groove and the diameter of the FRP bar, so the following formula was proposed based on 268 
a regression analysis of the results in Table 1:  269 
12.012.1
165.0
DW
y f =                               (17) 270 
A comparison between the predictions of Eq. 17 and the FE results is also provided in Table 271 
1. A very good agreement was found between the two: the ratios between the two sets of 272 
predictions have an average value of 1.009, an STD of 0.012, and a CoV of 0.012. After fy  273 
is obtained, by  can be found by fob ydy −= . 274 
 275 
It should be noted that the accuracy of eccentricity predicted by Eq. 17 depends on the beam 276 
height-to-groove height ratio: a larger beam height-to-groove height ratio leads to a higher 277 
accuracy. In real applications, the groove to accommodate the NSM bar is in the concrete 278 
cover and for most cases the concrete cover is usually less than nine-tenth of the beam height, 279 
which implies that the above ratio will be usually larger than ten. Therefore, Eq. 17 is 280 
applicable to most cases in real applications with good accuracy.  281 
 282 
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Normal Interfacial Stiffness 283 
FE model 284 
 285 
As the length of the FRP bar is typically much larger than the width of the groove, the 286 
problem was simplified as a plain strain problem in the transverse direction when evaluating 287 
the normal interfacial stiffness nk . Such treatment is believed to be sufficiently accurate.  288 
 289 
Fig. 4c shows a schematic of the FE models used to obtain the normal interfacial stiffness, 290 
while Fig. 6 shows the mesh of a typical FE model (i.e. specimen N-D6-W9). Both the 291 
adhesive layer and the FRP bar were modelled using 4-node quadrangle plane strain elements 292 
with a full Gauss integration. The thickness of the plane strain elements was set to be the unit 293 
length 1 mm, so that the normal interfacial stiffness is equal to the normal reaction force from 294 
the boundary. The mesh was obtained in a way similar to that discussed above for “T” series 295 
specimens. Similarly, a mesh convergence study was first conducted to decide on the suitable 296 
meshes for the FE models used in the present study. The resulting mesh from the convergence 297 
study had an approximate global mesh size of 0.1 mm and was used for all the specimens in 298 
the parametric study. 299 
 300 
Parametric study 301 
 302 
Compared with the numerical specimens for tangential interfacial stiffness where the 303 
adhesive layer is under pure shear, the stress state in the adhesive layer is more complex in 304 
the FE models for evaluating normal interfacial stiffness. Eq. 14 is therefore not applicable 305 
here. Considering that it is still a linear elastic problem, the following expression is proposed 306 
for the expression of the normal interfacial stiffness: 307 
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)( aan vfBEk =                            (18) 308 
where )( avf  is the function used to account for the effect of the Passion’s ratio of adhesive 309 
av  on the normal interfacial stiffness, and B is used to account for the effect of other 310 
parameters in the system.  311 
 312 
FE analysis was first conducted to clarify the effect of Passion’s ratio of adhesive on the 313 
normal interfacial stiffness. A total of 20 numerical specimens were examined, which all had 314 
the same elastic modulus of adhesive (i.e. 3000 MPa) and the same FRP bar with a diameter 315 
of 12 mm. The 20 specimens covered four groove side lengths (i.e. 15 mm, 18 mm, 24 mm 316 
and 36 mm), and five values of Poisson’s ratio of adhesive (i.e. 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45) 317 
(Table 2). The selected range of the Poisson’s ratio is sufficiently large for commonly used 318 
epoxy-based adhesives for NSM strengthening. The results of the 20 numerical specimens 319 
showed that the Poisson’s ratio only had a minor effect on the normal interfacial stiffness, 320 
affecting the normal interfacial stiffness by less than 3% (Table 2 and Fig. 7). Therefore, in 321 
the subsequent FE analysis, the Poisson’s ratio of adhesive is not adopted as a parameter and 322 
a constant value of 0.35 was used, leading to the following simple expression of the normal 323 
interfacial stiffness: 324 
an BEk =                                 (19) 325 
 326 
Sixteen additional numerical specimens were examined to clarify the effect of the bar 327 
diameter and the length-to-diameter ratio. These covered four values of bar diameter (i.e. 6 328 
mm, 18 mm, 30 mm and 42 mm) and four values of length-to-diameter ratio (i.e. 1.25, 1.5, 2 329 
and 3). Details of these numerical specimens are summarized in Table 3. The naming system 330 
for these specimens is similar to the “T” series specimens (Table 1), except that the names of 331 
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specimens in this series each starts with a letter “N” to indicate that it is a specimen for the 332 
study of normal interfacial stiffness.  333 
 334 
Proposed equation for normal interfacial stiffness 335 
 336 
Similar to the tangential interfacial stiffness, the normal interfacial stiffness is also deemed to 337 
be a function of the thickness of the adhesive layer and the length of the bonding line of the 338 
cross-section. The following equation is thus proposed for B in Eq. 19: 339 
ηη )1()( −=−= Rl
D
DWlB                         (20) 340 
where l and η  are constants to be determined.  341 
 342 
The results from the parametric study are summarized in Table 3, which shows that the 343 
normal interfacial stiffness ( nk ) obtained from the FE models again depends almost solely on 344 
the length-to-diameter ratio R (i.e. W/D). This observation demonstrates the validity of Eq. 20 345 
with R as the only variable. A regression analysis was conducted based on the results 346 
summarized in Table 3, leading to the following best-fit equation for the normal interfacial 347 
stiffness: 348 
66.066.0 )
1
1(4)1(4
−
=−== −
R
EREBEk aaan                (21) 349 
 350 
A comparison between the predictions of Eq. 21 and the FE results is also provided in Table 3, 351 
which shows a very good agreement between the two: the ratios between these two sets of 352 
predictions have an average value of 1.002, a standard deviation (STD) of 0.021, and a 353 
coefficient of variation (CoV) of 0.021. 354 
 355 
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VERIFICATION OF PROPOSED ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 356 
General  357 
With the two interfacial stiffness parameters determined by Eqs. 16 and 21 and the 358 
eccentricity tangential interaction force determined by Eq. 17, the interaction forces between 359 
the NSM bar and concrete in RC beams strengthened with an NSM round FRP bar can be 360 
predicted using Eqs. 3 to 13. To verify the proposed equations and the analytical solution, 3D 361 
FE analysis of a RC beam strengthened with an NSM round bar under a UDL were conducted 362 
using ABAQUS [24]. The FE results are presented in this section for comparison with 363 
analytical predictions from the closed-form solution.  364 
 365 
FE Modelling of an RC Beam Strengthened with a NSM Round Bar 366 
 367 
The modelled RC beam had a span of 2400mm, a height of 300mm and a width of 150mm. 368 
The diameter of the NSM round bar was 8 mm and the groove side length was 12 mm, 369 
leading to a length-to-diameter ratio of 1.5. The NSM round bar was symmetrically placed 370 
with respect to the mid-span of the beam, with a length of 1800mm; the distance from the 371 
NSM bar end to the nearest support was thus 300mm. A UDL of 30 N/mm was applied on the 372 
top surface of the beam. The details of the modelled beam are summarized in Table 4.  373 
 374 
The mesh of the beam is shown in Fig. 8. Taking advantage of symmetry, only a quarter of 375 
the beam was modelled, with symmetric boundary conditions applied (Fig. 8). All of the 376 
materials were modelled using 8-node solid elements with a full Gauss integration. A gap of 2 377 
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mm was left between the concrete and the NSM bar end. Considering the existence of 378 
localized stress concentration near the end of NSM bar, a graded mesh was adopted which 379 
initiated from the NSM bar end and propagating in all the three directions (i.e. longitudinal, 380 
transverse and vertical directions). This technique led to a finer mesh close to the NSM bar 381 
end as shown in Fig. 8.  382 
 383 
Different from the FE models presented earlier for the interfacial stuffiness parameters, it is 384 
inconvenient to directly extract the interaction forces from the concrete nodes adjacent to the 385 
adhesive layer in the beam FE model. Therefore, the adhesive layer was deliberately 386 
partitioned before meshing (Fig. 9) to facilitate the extraction of interaction force from the FE 387 
results. The partition of adhesive layer (Fig. 9) allows the shear and normal stresses to be 388 
obtained and integrated along a predefined path to obtain the shear interaction force and the 389 
normal interaction force.  390 
 391 
It is well known that high interaction forces (stresses) usually exist near the NSM bar end. A 392 
mesh convergence study was thus conducted with particular attention to this localized region. 393 
Four different mesh sizes, namely 0.15 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm and 1 mm, were adopted in 394 
this study. In the context of a graded mesh, the above four mesh sizes represent the size of the 395 
smallest elements which are at the initiation point of the graded mesh (i.e. the bar end in this 396 
case). The tangential and normal interaction forces obtained using the four meshes are plotted 397 
in Figs. 10a and 10b respectively. Fig. 10a shows that the FE models with all the four meshes 398 
predict a tangential interaction force which first increases with the distance from the bar end 399 
until a peak value at a distance of around 1.5 mm, and then decreases gradually with the 400 
distance. A larger mesh size generally led to a larger tangential interaction force close to the 401 
bar end, but this difference caused by the mesh size was only localized within a very small 402 
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region and vanished rapidly with the increase of the distance to the bar end. The difference 403 
with the scale shown in Fig. 10a, due mainly to the free surface boundary condition at the bar 404 
end, was also noted in other similar problems [e.g. 7, 25] and is deemed to be insignificant. 405 
Fig. 10b shows that all the meshes led to the same trend of the normal interaction force 406 
except for the one with a mesh size of 1 mm at the initiation point of the graded mesh. The 407 
difference between the results from the other three meshes was found to be very small. Based 408 
on the above discussions, it is clear that a mesh size of smaller than 0.5 mm at the initiation 409 
point of the graded mesh is sufficient for reasonably accurate results. In the subsequent 410 
section, results from the finest mesh examined (i.e. mesh size being 0.15 mm at the initiation 411 
point of the graded mesh) are used for comparison with the analytical solutions.   412 
Comparison with Analytical Solution 413 
Fig. 11 shows a comparison between the predictions of the 3D FE model and the proposed 414 
analytical solution. Fig. 11a shows that the analytical solution generally predicts tangential 415 
interaction forces which are very close to that predicted by the FE model, except for a very 416 
small region close to the NSM bar end. The error of the analytical solution in that small 417 
region is due to the fact that the analytical solution does not take into account the boundary 418 
condition of zero shear stress at the bar end. The same observation was also made and 419 
discussed by existing studies for externally bonded FRP-strengthened RC beams [25]. 420 
Similarly, Fig. 11b shows that both the analytical solution and the FE model led to very close 421 
predictions for the normal interaction force except for a small region close to the bar end.   422 
 423 
CONCLUSIONS 424 
This paper has presented an analytical solution for the interaction forces between the NSM 425 
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bar and concrete in RC beams strengthened with NSM round bars. The analysis approach 426 
adopted in the present study was an extension of that adopted by Zhang and Teng [7] for 427 
NSM rectangular bars, which involves the use of Smith and Teng’s solution [10] for plated 428 
RC beams as an important basis. The key element of the proposed analytical solution is the 429 
two interfacial stiffness parameters (i.e. tangential interfacial stiffness and normal interfacial 430 
stiffness), which has been determined from a parametric study using simplified FE models for 431 
round FRP bars embedded in a square groove. The proposed interfacial equations for the two 432 
stiffness parameters take into account of the material properties of adhesive as well as the 433 
unique geometric properties of this problem.   434 
 435 
The validity of the proposed analytical solution has been verified using results from a 436 
sophisticated 3D FE model of a RC beam strengthened with a NSM round bar. The high 437 
interaction forces identified using the FE analysis as well as the analytical solution explain to 438 
some extent why end debonding failures commonly happen in RC beams strengthened with 439 
NSM round bars. The proposed analytical solution can also be directly used to predict the 440 
strength of end debonding failures in various other problems (e.g. NSM bar-strengthened 441 
timber beams) where end debonding is likely to happen when the beam is still linear elastic 442 
near the NSM bar ends. 443 
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TABLES 
Table 1. Verification of equations for the tangential interfacial stiffness and eccentricity fy  
Specimen D  (mm) 
W  
(mm) 
R  
(i.e. DW / ) 
aG  
(MPa) 
tk  fy  
FE 
result 
(N/mm2) 
Prediction 
of Eq. 16 
(N/mm2) 
Prediction 
/ 
FE 
fy  
From FE analysis 
(mm) 
Dy f  
From FE analysis 
 
Prediction 
of Eq. 17 
Prediction 
/ 
FE 
T-D6-W7.5 6 7.5 1.25 1111 18732.2 18402.8 0.982 0.770 0.128 0.129 1.004 
T-D6-W9 6 9 1.5 1111 11869.9 12057.4 1.016 0.634 0.106 0.105 0.988 
T-D6-W12 6 12 2 1111 7734.7 7900.0 1.021 0.456 0.076 0.076 0.999 
T-D6-W18 6 18 3 1111 5275.8 5176.1 0.981 0.292 0.049 0.048 0.984 
T-D12-W15 12 15 1.25 1111 18734.7 18402.8 0.982 1.514 0.126 0.129 1.020 
T-D12-W18 12 18 1.5 1111 11872.2 12057.4 1.016 1.257 0.105 0.105 0.998 
T-D12-W24 12 24 2 1111 7734.9 7900.0 1.021 0.907 0.076 0.076 0.999 
T-D12-W36 12 36 3 1111 5275.9 5176.1 0.981 0.582 0.048 0.048 1.004 
T-D18-W22.5 18 22.5 1.25 1111 18735.1 18402.8 0.982 2.258 0.125 0.129 1.028 
T-D18-W27 18 27 1.5 1111 11872.4 12057.4 1.016 1.862 0.103 0.105 1.017 
T-D18-W36 18 36 2 1111 7734.9 7900.0 1.021 1.353 0.075 0.076 1.012 
T-D18-W24 18 54 3 1111 5275.8 5176.1 0.981 0.868 0.048 0.048 1.004 
T-D30-W37.5 30 37.5 1.25 1111 18720.3 18402.8 0.983 3.752 0.125 0.129 1.028 
T-D30-W45 30 45 1.5 1111 11870.9 12057.4 1.016 3.094 0.103 0.105 1.017 
T-D30-W60 30 60 2 1111 7735.1 7900.0 1.021 2.251 0.075 0.076 1.012 
T-D30-W90 30 90 3 1111 5275.5 5176.1 0.981 1.441 0.048 0.048 1.004 
T-D42-W52.5 42 52.5 1.25 1111 18735.2 18402.8 0.982 5.237 0.125 0.129 1.028 
T-D42-W63 42 63 1.5 1111 11878.3 12057.4 1.015 4.326 0.103 0.105 1.017 
T-D42-W84 42 84 2 1111 7736.5 7900.0 1.021 3.145 0.075 0.076 1.012 
T-D42-W126 42 126 3 1111 5279.2 5176.1 0.980 2.012 0.048 0.048 1.004 
Average =       0.999    1.009 
STD =       0.019    0.012 
CoV =       0.019    0.012 
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Table 2. Influence of Poisson’s ratio on the normal interfacial stiffness 
Specimen D  (mm) 
W  
(mm) 
R  
(i.e. DW / ) 
FE result 
(N/mm2) 
Error of the FE results  
with respect to the FE prediction with 
av =0.35 
av =0.25 av =0.3 av =0.35 av =0.4 av =0.45 av =0.25 av =0.3 av =0.35 av =0.4 av =0.45 
N-D12-W15 12 15 1.25 30248.8 30188.2 30282.0 30548.0 31012.7 -0.11% -0.31% 0 0.88% 2.41% 
N-D12-W18 12 18 1.5 18664.5 18596.5 18618.5 18739.6 18974.2 0.25% -0.12% 0 0.65% 1.91% 
N-D12-W24 12 24 2 11783.9 11708.9 11685.8 11719.2 11816.1 0.84% 0.20% 0 0.29% 1.12% 
N-D12-W36 12 36 3 7888.1 7812.4 7768.0 7756.8 7782.3 1.55% 0.57% 0 -0.14% 0.18% 
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Table 3. Verification of the normal interfacial stiffness equation  
Specimen D  (mm) 
W  
(mm) 
R  
(i.e. DW / ) 
aE  
(MPa) 
av  
FE 
result 
(N/mm2) 
Prediction 
of Eq. 21 
(N/mm2) 
Prediction 
/ 
FE 
N-D6-W7.5 6 7.5 1.25 3000 0.35 30282.0 29959.9 0.989 
N-D6-W9 6 9 1.5 3000 0.35 18618.4 18961.0 1.018 
N-D6-W12 6 12 2 3000 0.35 11685.8 12000.0 1.027 
N-D6-W18 6 18 3 3000 0.35 7768.0 7594.5 0.978 
N-D12-W15 12 15 1.25 3000 0.35 30282.0 29959.9 0.989 
N-D12-W18 12 18 1.5 3000 0.35 18618.5 18961.0 1.018 
N-D12-W24 12 24 2 3000 0.35 11685.8 12000.0 1.027 
N-D12-W36 12 36 3 3000 0.35 7768.0 7594.5 0.978 
N-D18-W22.5 18 22.5 1.25 3000 0.35 30281.9 29959.9 0.989 
N-D18-W27 18 27 1.5 3000 0.35 18618.6 18961.0 1.018 
N-D18-W36 18 36 2 3000 0.35 11685.8 12000.0 1.027 
N-D18-W24 18 54 3 3000 0.35 7768.1 7594.5 0.978 
N-D30-W37.5 30 37.5 1.25 3000 0.35 30282.0 29959.9 0.989 
N-D30-W45 30 45 1.5 3000 0.35 18618.7 18961.0 1.018 
N-D30-W60 30 60 2 3000 0.35 11685.8 12000.0 1.027 
N-D30-W90 30 90 3 3000 0.35 7768.1 7594.5 0.978 
N-D42-W52.5 42 52.5 1.25 3000 0.35 30282.1 29959.9 0.989 
N-D42-W63 42 63 1.5 3000 0.35 18619.0 18961.0 1.018 
N-D42-W84 42 84 2 3000 0.35 11686.0 12000.0 1.027 
N-D42-W126 42 126 3 3000 0.35 7768.2 7594.5 0.978 
Average =        1.002* 
STD =        0.021* 
CoV =        0.021* 
Note: * the calculation of statistic values took into account the specimens listed in Table 2 
with different Poisson’s ratios. 
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Table 4. Geometric and material properties of the modelled beams 
Component Width (mm) Height (mm) 
Length 
(mm) 
Elastic modulus 
(MPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Beam 150 300 2400 20000 0.18 
Groove 12 12 1800 NA NA 
Adhesive NA 2  (smallest thickness) 1800 3000 0.35 
NSM bar 8 (diameter) 1800 200000 0.3 
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FIGURES 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of NSM FRP strengthening systems  
 
           
(a) End interfacial debonding                      (b) End cover separation 
Figure 2. Schematic of end debonding failures 
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(a) Interaction forces         (b) Interfacial springs 
Figure 3. Simplified interaction between a beam and an NSM bar: (a) Interaction forces; 
and (b) Interfacial springs 
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(a) Unit-length segment of NSM bar and adhesive layer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (b) Tangential interfacial stiffness tk            (c) Normal interfacial stiffness nk  
Figure 4. Interfacial stiffness parameters as interaction forces due to a unit relative 
displacement: (a) Unit-length segment of NSM bar and adhesive layer; (b) Tangential 
interfacial stiffness tk ; and (c) Normal interfacial stiffness nk  
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        (a) partition before meshing                        (b) mesh 
Figure 5. Typical mesh of a specimen used to calculate the tangential interfacial stiffness: 
(a) Partition before meshing; and (b) Mesh  
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          (a) partition before meshing                      (b) mesh 
Figure 6. Typical mesh of a specimen used to calculate the normal interfacial stiffness: (a) 
Partition before meshing; and (b) Mesh 
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Figure 7. Effect of Poisson’s ratio on the normal interfacial stiffness 
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Figure 8. Mesh of RC beam strengthened with an NSM round bar 
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Figure 9. Partition of adhesive to form a path for stress integration 
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(a) Tangential interaction force 
 
(b) Normal interaction force 
Figure 10. Mesh convergence study of FE modelling: (a) Tangential interaction force; 
and (b) Normal interaction force 
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(a) Tangential interaction force 
 
 
(b) Normal interaction force 
Figure 11. Comparison between FE analysis and analytical solution: (a) Tangential 
interaction force; and (b) Normal interaction force 
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